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1. Introduction. 

 Gred.H. Fricke et al [7] called a vertex u of a graph G  = (V,E) to be  -good if u is 
contained in a )(G -set of G(where   is a parameter). G is said to be  -excellent if every vertex 
in V is  -good. A number of results has been proved by taking   as the domination parameter. 
Sridharan and Yamuna [12], [13]  introduced several types of excellence, one of them being rigid 
excellence. A graph G is said to be rigid  -excellent if every vertex of G belongs to a unique  -
set of G. Rigid  -excellence was studied in [14]. A similar study was made with respect to the 
parameter 0  in [11]. A sub set S of V(G) is said to be an equivalence set  if every component of 

S is complete. A graph G is said to be an equivalence graph if V(G) is an equivalence set. The 

maximum cardinality of an equivalence set is denoted by )(Ge [3]. In this paper, excellence with 

respect to )(Ge is introduced, rigid e -excellence is defined and several results are derived. 

 

2. eβ -Excellence of a Graph . 

Definition 2.1. A vertex u in  V(G) is said to be e -good if u is contained in a e -set of G. 

Definition 2.2. A graph G is said to be a e -excellent graph if every vertex of G is  contained in 

a e -set of G (i.e., every vertex of G is e -good). 

Example 2.3.  nK , nK Cn are some  e -excellent graph. 

Example 2.4. Consider the  graph G in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

3 1 2 4 

6 5 7 8 9 

G   

A graph  which is not -excellent 
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S={1,2,5,6,3,8,4,9} is a maximum equivalence set. Therefore 8)( Ge . 

{2,5,6,7,8,9,3} is a maximal equivalence set containing 7 and it is not a e -set. Therefore 7 is  not 

e -good.. 

Therefore G is not a e -excellent graph. 

Example 2.5. 2,,1 nnK is not e -excellent. 

eβ  values for some standard graphs 

1. 
23k  n  if 22k

13kn  if 12k

3k, n  if 2)(




 knPe

 

 

2. 

3 n  if 3
1k 2,3k  n  if 12k

1k 1,3kn  if2k  

2k 3k, n  if 2)(






 knCe

 

 

 

3.   nnKe ,1  

 

4.   ),max(, nmnmKe   
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5. 

 

4 n if 4
5 n  if 3

6n ),1(




 nCenWe 

 

 

6. Dr,s is  e -excellent iff   r = s.  

 

7.   srsrDe ,  and Dr,s is   not e -excellent 

 

8.   5Pe where P is the Petersen graph. 

Petersen graph P is e -excellent. 

Remark 2.6.  

1. nK ,1  is not an equivalence graph. But there exists a unique e -set. 

2. nmK ,  is not an equivalence graph. But there exists a unique e -set. 

 

e - Excellence for standard graphs 

1. nK   is  e - excellent. 

2.  nK  is e - excellent. 

3. nC   is e - excellent. 

4. nmK ,  is e - excellent iff m = n 

5. nP   is e - excellent iff )3(mod1,0n  

6. nW   is  not e - excellent, since nW  has a full degree vertex and nW  is not complete. 

3. Rigid eβ -Excellence of a Graph . 

Definition 3.1.  A graph G is  rigid e -excellent if every vertex of G belongs to a unique e - set of G.  

Clearly a rigid e -excellent graph is e -excellent. 

Example 3.2. 
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1. nK  is rigid  e -excellent. 

2. 6C is e -excellent but not rigid e -excellent. 

For: Let },...,,{)( 6216 uuuCV  . },,,{ 54211 uuuuS   and },,,{ 65322 uuuuS  are e -sets and u2 belong 

to S1  and S2. 

Rigid e -excellence of standard graphs: 

1. nK  is rigid e -excellent. 

2. nK ,1  is not e -excellent and hence not rigid e -excellent. 

3. Pn is not rigid e -excellent for all  3n . 

Proof. 

Case i: )3(mod0n  

Let },...,,{)( 321 kn vvvPV   where n = 3k. 

Let },,...,,,,{ 132354211  kk vvvvvvS , },,,...,,,,,{ 32333764312 kkk vvvvvvvvS  . Both S1 and S2 are 

e sets of cardinality 2k and v1  is the common element for S1 and S2. Therefore P3k is not rigid e -

excellent. 

Case ii: )3(mod1n  

Let n = 3k+1. Let where n = 3k+1. 12)( 13  kP ke . 

Let },,,...,,,,{ 13132354211  kkk vvvvvvvS  and },,...,,,,,{ 133764312  kk vvvvvvvS are e -excellent 

sets of P3k+1 containing u1 therefore P3k+1 is not rigid e -excellent. 

Case iii: )3(mod2n },...,,{)( 1321  kn vvvPV  

22)( 23  kP ke . 

Let },,...,,,,{ 23135421  kk vvvvvvS . Then S1 is a e -set of P3k+2 of  cardinality 2k+2. 
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Consider v3. There  are two  equivalent sets of maximum cardinality 2k+1 containing v3 and they are 

},,...,,,,,{ 13376431 kk vvvvvvv ; },,,..,,,,{ 233136532  kkk vvvvvvv .Therefore v3 is not contained in any  e

-set of G. Therefore P3k+2  is not e -excellent and hence not  rigid e -excellent. Therefore Pn is not rigid 

e -excellent for any 3n . (P2 is rigid e -excellent). 

4. Cn  is not rigid e -excellent for all 4n  and C3 is rigid e -excellent. 

Proof. Let 2k,3  kn . 

kC ke 2)( 3  .  

Let },...,,{)( 3213 kk vvvCV  . },,...,,,,{ 132354211  kk vvvvvvS  and },,...,,,{ 233343132  kkk vvvvvvS

are e -sets of C3k( 2k ) containing v1. Therefore C3k  is not e -excellent when 2k .  

Let n = 3k+1. )1(2)( 13  kkC ke . 

Let },,...,,,,{ 31354311 kk vvvvvvS  , },,...,,,,,{ 313875422 kk vvvvvvvS  . Then S1 and S2 are e -

excellent sets of C3k+1 containing v4. Therefore C3k+1 is not rigid e -excellent. 

Case iii: Let n =3k+2. 

12)( 23  kC ke . 

Let },,,...,,,,{ 13132354211  kkk vvvvvvvS , },,,...,,,,,,{ 3233376431232 kkkk vvvvvvvvvS  . Then S1 

and S2 are e sets of C3k+2 containing v4. Therefore C3k+2 is not rigid e -excellent for 1k . 

5. nmK ,  is rigid e -excellent iff m = n. 

6. srD , is not rigid e -excellent. 

     Proof. srD , is not even e -excellent. 

7. Wn is not rigid e -excellent when 5n . 

8. The Petersen graph P is not rigid e -excellent.  
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Theorem 3.3. A graph G is rigid e - excellent iff  

i). )(Ge divides n. 

ii). G has exactly 
)(G

n
e

distinct )(Ge  sets. 

iii). The maximum cardinality of a partition V(G) into equivalence sets is )(G
n

e
. 

Proof. Let G be rigid e -excellent. Let S1,S2,...,Sk be the collection of  disjoint e -sets of   G. Since G is 

rigid e - excellent, these sets are pair wise disjoint and their union is V(G). Therefore  (i),(ii) and (iii) hold. 

Conversely, let G be a graph satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). 

Let )(Gemn  . By condition (iii), there exists e -set mVVV ,...,, 21  such that they are pair wise disjoint 

and VVVV m  ...21 . Therefore )(
1

GmVn e

m

i
i 



. Since )(Gm e , each Vi  is a maximum 

equivalence set of G. Therefore V is a pair wise disjoint union of e -sets. Therefore G is e -excellent. 

Since G has exactly )()( mG
n

e
  distinct e -sets, mVVV ,...,, 21  are the only e -sets of G. Therefore 

G is rigid e -excellent. 

Property 3.4 . If 1KG   is rigid e - excellent then for any u in V(G) ][uNV   does not contain two 

e -sets. 

Proof.  

Case i: N[u] is non complete. 

Since G is rigid  e - excellent, given u in V(G), there exists a unique e -set of G containing u.  Suppose 

V-N[u] contains two maximum e - sets. Since 1KG  , 2)( Ge .Let S be the unique e -set of G 

containing u. Then S-{u} is an equivalence set of G of cardinality 1e . Since N[u] is not complete, S-

{u} is a subset of V-N[u]. Therefore V-N[u] contains an equivalence set of cardinality 1)( Ge . If 
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)(][ GuNV ee     then any e set of ][uNV   together with u is an equivalence set of G of 

cardinality 1)( Ge , a contradiction. Therefore 1)(][  GuNV ee  .  

Let T1, T2  be two maximum equivalence sets of V-N[u]. Then }{1 uT   and }{2 uT   are    sets of G. 

Therefore }{1 uT   and }{2 uT   are equivalence sets of cardinality )(Ge  and these sets containing u, 

a contradiction. Therefore ][uNV   does not two maximum equivalence sets. 

Case ii: N[u] is complete. 

Suppose V-N[u] contains two maximum equivalence sets say T1, T2. Then ][1 uNT   and w are 

equivalence sets of G. Since G is rigid e -excellent, there exists a unique e  set S of G containing u. Since 

N[u] is complete, N[u] is a component of S. Therefore S-N[u] is an equivalence set of V-N[u]. Suppose S-

N[u] is not a maximum equivalence set of V-N[u]. Therefore  

)][(][ uNVuNS e    

)][(1 uNVT e    

Therefore SuNuNSuNuNVuNT e  ][][][)][(][1  . 

)(][1 GuNT e , a contradiction. 

Therefore S-N[u] is a maximum equivalence set of V-N[u]. Therefore 21][ TTuNS  . Therefore 

euNTuNTS  ][][ 21 . 

Therefore ][1 uNT    and ][2 uNT   are maximum equivalence sets of G containing u, a contradiction. 

Therefore V-N[u] doses not contain two maximum equivalence sets. 

Proposition 3.5. Let G be  rigid e   excellent. Then there exists a unique partition of V(G) into e sets of 

G. 

Proof. 
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By Property (i) G has exactly 
)(G

n

e
distinct e sets. Therefore there exists a partition V(G) into e  sets 

of G. Suppose G has two partition of V(G) into e sets of G. Let them be },...,,{ 211 kVVV , 

},...,,{ 212 kWWW . Then there exists a u in V(G) such that u belongs to Vi and Wj for some i and j,

ji WV  . Therefore there exists two e  sets containing u, a contradiction. Therefore there exists a unique 

partition of V(G) into e  sets of G.  

Property 3.6. Let G be a rigid e -excellent graph. Then )()()( GGGV eqe   . 

Proof. 

Since G is rigid e -excellent, dGn e  )( where d is the number of e -sets. 

Also )(
)(

G
G

n
eq

e




 . That is )(Gd eq . But dGeq )( . Therefore )(Gd eq .Therefore 

)()()( GGGV eqe   . 

Remark 3.7. There are graphs which are not rigid e -excellent in which )()()( GGGV eqe   . 

For example, 

2)( 4 Ce ; 2)( 4 Ceq  and hence )()()( 444 CCCV eqe   . 

But C4 is not rigid e -excellent. 

Proposition 3.8. Let G be a rigid e -excellent. Then 1
)(

)( 
G

nG
e

  

Proof. Let },...,,{ 21 mVVV  be the unique e -partition of V(G).  

Let miVu i  1, . 
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If u is not adjacent with any vertex of ij , jV  then }{uVj  is an equivalence set, a contradiction, since 

Vi  is a maximum equivalence set of G. Therefore u is adjacent with every Vj ij ,  . Therefore 

1
)(

n1-mdeg(u)
e


G

. 

Property 3.9. 1
)(


G
n

e
iff G is an equivalence graph.  

Proposition 3.10. Let G be  rigid e -excellent. Suppose G has two or more disjoint e sets. Then G has 

no isolates.  

Proof. Suppose G has two or more disjoint e  sets. Let S1,S2,...,St be the disjoint e sets of G. Then 2t

. Let u be an isolate of G. Then u belongs to a e set say S1. Then }{2 uS   is an equivalence set of 

cardinality 1)( Ge , a contradiction. Therefore G has no isolates. 

Proposition 3.11. Let G be a rigid e -excellent graph. Let G  be not an equivalence graph. Then 2)( G

. 

Proof. Suppose )(GVu . Since G is rigid e -excellent, G has no isolates. Therefore 1)deg( u . Let v 

be the support of u. Let S be the unique e  set of G containing v. Suppose Su . Then uv is an component 

of S. If w is an neighbour of v in G then wvu ,,  is a connected subset of V which is not complete. 

Therefore v has no other neighbour in G. Therefore G has K2 as a component. Therefore G is an equivalence 

graph, a contradiction. 

Suppose Su . Since 1KG  , 2S . Therefore there exist vw, Sw . Then }{}){( uvS  is an 

equivalence set of cardinality )(Ge . Therefore w is contained in S as well as }{}){( uvS   which are 

e  sets, a contradiction, since G is rigid e -excellent.  

Therefore 2)deg( u  

Therefore 2)( G . 
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Remark 3.12. The above result, need not hold in equivalence graphs For example, 2n ,2  nKKG  

is an equivalence graph in which 1)( G . 

Proposition 3.13.  Let G be a rigid e -excellent graph. Suppose G contains K2 as a component . Then any 

component of G  is complete(i.e., G is an equivalence graph). 

Proof. Let G be a rigid e -excellent graph. Suppose G contains K2 as a component. Let G1 be a  component 

of G other than K2. Since G is rigid  e -excellent, G is  e -excellent. Let u and v be the vertices of the  

component K2. Since G is rigid  e -excellent, there exists a unique  e  set S containing u. Clearly Sv

. Therefore },{ vuS  is a unique  e set of G1. But )(},{ 1GVvuS  . Therefore G1 is an equivalence 

graph. Therefore G is an equivalence graph. 

Remark 3.14. 

1. The above proposition  is not true if G is  e -excellent but not rigid  e -excellent. 

For example,  

Let 42 CKG  . Then G is  e -excellent, G contains K2 as a component but G is not an equivalence 

graph. 

2. Let 2n ;,12  nKKG . 

Then G is not e -excellent, G contains a unique e set and G is not an equivalence graph. 

3. G is an equivalence graph iff G has a unique equivalence set of cardinality n. 

4. Any tree G is not a rigid  e -excellent graph for if G is a tree then G is connected and G is not an 

equivalence graph. Also 1)( G . Therefore G is not rigid e -excellent. 

Proposition 3.15. Let G be a disconnected  graph. Let kGGGG  ...21 where each Gi is connected. 

G is rigid e -excellent iff each Gi )1( ki   is rigid e -excellent and each Gi has a unique e  set. 

Proof. Suppose kGGGG  ...21 , where each Gi is connected. Let G be rigid e -excellent. Let 

)1( kiGu i  . Then )(GVu  and hence there exists a unique e set S of G containing u. Let 
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)1(),( kiGVSS ii  . Let T be a component of Si. Then T is a component of Si. Then T is a 

component of S. Since S is a e set, T is complete. Therefore Si is an equivalence set of Gi )1( ki  . 

Suppose )( iei GS  . Let Ti be a e  set of Gi.  Let ii TSSS  )(1 . Clearly S1 is a equivalence set 

of G and SS 1  , a contradiction, since S is a e  set of G. Therefore Si is a e set of Gi . Therefore 

iGu  is an element of Si which is a e  set of Gi. Suppose u belongs to e  sets T1, T2 of Gi. Then 

1)( TSS i  , 2)( TSS i   are e  sets of G containing u, a contradiction. Therefore Si is a unique e   

set of Gi containing u. Therefore Gi is a rigid e -excellent. 

Suppose Gi has two e  sets T3, T4. Then  43 TT . Let S be a e set of G. Let )( ii GVSS  . Then 

1)( TSS i  , 2)( TSS i   are e  sets of G containing )( iSS  , a contradiction, since G is rigid  e -

excellent. Therefore each Gi has a unique e  set. 

Conversely, Suppose each Gi is rigid e -excellent and each Gi has a unique e  set. Let Ti be the unique 

e  set  of Gi. Then iT  is a e  set of G containing every element of V(G). Therefore G is rigid e -

excellent. 

Proposition 3.16. Let G be a connected graph which is rigid e -excellent and which has a unique e  set. 

Then G is complete. 

Proof. By hypothesis, V(G) is a e  set. Since V(G) is connected, )(GV  is complete. Therefore G is 

complete.  

Remark 3.17.  Let kGGGG  ...21 where each  Gi is connected. Then G is rigid e -excellent iff 

each Gi is complete. That is iff G is an equivalence graph. 

Problem 3.18. Find a connected rigid e -excellent graph which is neither Kn nor a complete multi partite 

graph. 

Proposition 3.19. Let G be a rigid e -excellent graph. Let )(GVu . Let S be the unique e  set of G 

containing u. Then ],[ Supn  is complete and 2],[ Supn . 
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Proof. Let ),(, Supnyx  . Then SVyx ,  and x,y are adjacent with only u in S. Then 

},{}){( yxuS   is an equivalence set of cardinality 1)( Ge  , a contradiction. Therefore 

1),( Supn . Therefore ],[ Supn  is complete and 2],[ Supn . 

Problem 3.20. Find an example of a rigid e excellent graph G such that for some vertex u in V(G),  

1),( Supn where S is the unique e set of G containing u. 

Proposition 3.21. Let G be a rigid e -excellent and let G be not an equivalence graph except Kn. Then 

G is connected. 

Proof. Let G be a rigid e -excellent. Suppose G is disconnected. Then by the Proposition 3.16, every 

component of G is complete. That is G is an equivalence graph. By hypothesis, G is not an equivalence 

graph. Therefore G is connected. 
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